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Abstract

Reuse of available databases can support database design and reverseengineering of databases by allowing design decisions to be derived from
existing databases.
This article proposes a method for reusing databases similar to the
approach used in case-based reasoning. Similar databases, or similar parts
of databases, are rst determined. We then discuss the information to be
reused and how it can be validated. Two methods for building libraries
are suggested for use in this process.

1 Motivation
Database design is the process of determining the structure of a database, semantics and its behavioral specications. For this process, a designer can only
use informal descriptions about the application, making database design quite
dicult and time-consuming, and the results often depend on the designer creativity and skill. However, the design process is crucial because the usability of
a database depends on its design.
Re-engineering of a database consists of a reverse-engineering process and
a design process. During the design process, the derived conceptual schema is
evolved, thereby, problems occur that also exist in database design.
It is desirable to support the database design process with tools to check design decisions or suggest improvements. Because of the abstraction process necessary to design a database, it is dicult to derive meaningful suggestions automatically. Reuse of existing databases can improve each of the tasks of database
design. This article presents a method supporting the reuse of databases. It is
organized as follows:
The overview presented in the next section outlining the main tasks of the
reuse approach. In section 3, related works are enumerated. Section 4 presents
a method for nding similar databases. In section 5, we derive design decisions
from similar databases and adapt these onto an actual database. Section 6
discusses the necessity of a revise process. We then present two methods for
organizing libraries for supporting the reuse process, and end with a summary.

2 Overview of the method
It is widely accepted that the case-based reasoning approach requires the following four tasks (originally suggested in AaP94]):
RETRIEVE the most similar case
REUSE the information and knowledge in that case to solve the problem
REVISE the proposed solution
RETAIN the information likely to be useful for future problem solving
The key idea in reusing databases is similar to the idea behind case-based
reasoning. We can adapt its tasks to the reuse of database design decisions,
thereby resulting in the following tasks:
RETRIEVE the most similar database or part of a database
REUSE design decision for the actual database
REVISE the proposed design decision
RETAIN the information (e.g. build libraries suited to support the reuse)
Our approach assumes the following scenario. A set of existing databases
is available, in addition to an actual database with incomplete structural, semantic, and behavioral information. We want to complete the database design,
therefore, we search for a similar database among the set of existing databases
in order to adapt design decisions.
Before we present our method, we provide an overview of some related work.

3 Related work

Storey/Chiang/Dey/Goldstein/Sundaresan: Database Design with
Common Sense Reasoning and Learning. SCD97] suggested a system

supporting database design by using available databases. The approach emphasized determining similar pairs of attributes, entities, relationships, and applications. For this comparison, name information and an ontology aided in
determining more complicated similarities, such as synonyms were exploited.
Furthermore, a learning step of commonly valid databases for dierent applications is realized. These databases were then used to support the design of new
databases. This method was tested with sample databases from well-known
database literature.

Castano/DeAntonellis et al.: Schema Indexing, Clustering, Determining of Similar Databases. Several techniques relevant for reusing data-

bases are described in numerous publications. CAZ92], CaA94], and CaA96]
suggested methods for determining the most important parts of a database (i.e.
schema descriptors) by exploiting the number of paths, the number of attributes,
and the hierarchy level of an object. The similarity between schemas was calculated by comparing schema descriptors ( CAZ92]) and by comparing all objects
of the databases ( CaA96]). Schema abstraction based on schema similarity was
described in CaA94] and CaA96].

Song/Johannesson/Bubenko: Finding Similarities for Schema Integration. SJB96] deals with the problem of nding semantic similarities as

a prerequisite for integrating schemas. The authors compared the meaning of
entities and relationships by using "integration knowledge" containing information about synonyms and subset relationships. Attributes, key attributes, and
cardinality constraints were also used to compare meanings of entities and relationships. This resulted in equivalent, compatible, and mergable schemas for
use in the integration process.
Bergmann/Eisenecker: Reuse of Object-oriented Software. In BeE95]
the reuse of object-oriented software is realized as a type of case-based reasoning. The authors discovered that a method for determining similarities based
solely on structural characteristics (names of methods, number and classes of
parameters, and return value) returned poorer results than a method based on
structural and semantic information.

4 Retrieve
If we want to reuse database design decisions, we rst have to identify similar
databases. This is a demanding task because databases are often complex and
dicult to understand. We can only exploit available database characteristics
(e.g. names, types, integrity constraints, transactions) for this task.
The process of comparing parts of databases is complex and is best realized
using a bottom-up approach, thereby basing comparisons of complex concepts
on comparisons of simpler concepts. Our approach begins with methods for
nding similar attributes in two databases.

4.1 Determining similar attributes

This section presents heuristics for nding similar attributes. For each heuristic,
a similarity function is evaluated for results between 0 and 1 (0 - no similarities, 1 - equality). The following database characteristics can be compared for
delivering similar attributes:
Ha 1 Attribute names (same names, same substrings in names, or synonyms)
Ha 2 Attribute types and lengths (same or similar)
Ha 3 Further structural information (e.g. enumeration types, default values)
These types of structural information suggest similar attributes. Nevertheless, their use will not determine all similarities because several homonyms and
synonyms exist between two databases. SJB96], SCD97], and CaA96] assume
that synonyms are exploitable. Synonyms are domain-dependent, making it impossible to use a synonym dictionary for delivering correct results in every case.
Although we believe that structural information aids in comparing databases,
it is benecial to include additional types of available characteristics.
When integrity constraints are already specied in the actual database and
data are available, we can enumerate further heuristics:

Ha 4. Keys (We determine if two attributes, A and B , are keys of their entities
or relationships).

Ha 5. Functional dependencies (If two attributes, A and B , appear to be similar,

and the same functional dependencies are dened on these attributes, then
this is an additional hint for similarity.)
Ha 6. Data (same data values of two attributes)
If further characteristics of a database (e.g. behavioral information, transactions) are available, additional heuristics for comparing this information can
be developed.
We now have some heuristic rules for indicating similar attributes. We subsequently compare and weight these heuristics. The more heuristic rules are
fullled, the greater similarity measure should be. The following simple estimation can be used for this task:
sim(A B ) :=

X wi
6

i=1

Hai(A B )
Hai - result of heuristic rule 2 0::1]
wi 2 0::1], w1 + :: + w6 = 1

The weights wi can be determined using the following table specifying the reliability of the results of the enumerated heuristics. The more reliable heuristics
shall be weighted higher than the less reliable rules.
very reliable
Ha1 Ha6
reliable
Ha2 Ha3
relevant only in combination with other rules Ha4 Ha5

The similarity of an attribute set can be estimated in the following way:
P
2 ni=1 sim(Ai  Bj )
j
sim(A1 ::An  B1 ::Bm ) := maxj
n+m
j 2 1::m, every j occurs only once
Based on these similar attribute sets, we begin the search for similar entities.

4.2 Determining similar entities

When searching for similar entities (E1  E2 ) in two databases (D1  D2 ), we
employ a method based on rules for determining similar attributes (A11 ::A1n ,
A21 ::A2m ) of the entities. Moreover, there are additional entity characteristic
that can be included:
He 1 Entity names (same names, substrings in entity names, or synonyms)
He 2 Keys (same or dierent key attributes of two entities, E1 and E2 )

Both heuristics deliver very reliable results, and can be assigned the same
weight. These heuristics can be used in estimating similarity measures for entities:
X2
sim(E1 E2 ) := 21 wi He i(E1  E2 ) + 12 sim(A11 ::A1n  A21 ::A2m )
i=1
He i - result of heuristic rule 2 0::1]
wi 2 0 1], w1 + w2 = 1
In this manner, the estimation of similar attribute sets enters into the calculation.

4.3 Determining similar relationships

When searching for similar relationships (R1  R2 ) in two databases (D1  D2 ), we
can use the rules for determining similar entities (E11  E12 and E21  E22 ) and
similar attributes of the relationships(A11 ::A1n  A21 ::A2m ). Moreover, there are
additional characteristics of the relationships that can be included:
Hr 1 Relationship names (same names, substrings, and synonyms)
Hr 2 Keys (same or dierent keys of two relationships, R1 and R2 )
Hr 3 Same inclusion and exclusion dependencies
Hr 4 Cardinalities (when determining a similarity measure we include the similarity of entities. Additionally, we compare the associated cardinalities.)
The following table species the reliability of the results when using these
heuristic rules. The weights wi of the rules are derived from this overview:
very reliable
Hr 1 Hr 2
relevant only in combination with other rules Hr 3 Hr 4
The similarity of two relationships can be estimated in the following way:
P
sim(R1  R2 ) := 41 3i=1 wi Hr i(R1  R2 ) + 14 sim(B11 ::B1n  B21 ::B2m ) +
1
1
8 sim(E11  E12 ) + 8 Hr 4(R1  E11  R2  E21 ) +
1
1
8 sim(E21  E22 ) + 8 Hr 4(R1  E12  R2  E22 )
Hr i - result of heuristic rule 2 0 1]
wi 2 0 1] 0..1, w1 + w2 + w3 = 1
In this estimation, there are two possibilities for comparing the associated
entities: E11 - E21 and E12 - E22 or E11 - E22 and E12 - E12 the one with the
highest similarity measure is chosen.

4.4 Comparing more complex parts of databases

Dierent structural descriptions of two databases can have the same semantics.
The same information is designed as an entity in one database can be dened as
a relationship in another database. To nd such cases, we compare entities with
relationships. Therefore information about names, key, and belonging attributes

can be used and weighted. Information about the similarity between an entity
and a relationship is further used in the approach.
Same concepts could be represented in two databases with dierent granularity. For example, it may be that information represented by one entity in
D1 , is represented by two entities and one relationship in D2 . We could nd
these similarities by evaluating the attributes and the names. The advantages of
including such complex comparisons is that many more types of similarities can
be found. However, it is more dicult to reuse information from such similar
database parts because the adaption of design decisions is more complex. Furthermore, the search space increases. This method is mentioned here because
it may be interesting for some applications, but, it is not used in our approach.

4.5 Building a graph

A typical problem occurring in the reuse of information is that one entity or
relationship of a database may have similarities with several terms of another
database. Consequently, we must determine which similar concept to choose
for deriving further design suggestions. We apply a method known in graph
theory as graph matching and use a bipartite weighted graph for representing
the estimated similarities.
Denition ( Wes96]): A bipartite weighted graph G consists of a non-empty
vertex set V (G) that can be divided into two disjoint subsets, S T , and a set
of edges E (G)  f(s t)js 2 S t 2 T g. All edges in E (G) connect one vertex
from S with one vertex from T . Every edge in the graph has a related weight.
We can build a bipartite graph representing the estimated similarities as follows:
1. We begin with an empty graph.
2. For all determined similar entities and relationships (V1 2 D1 , V2 2 D2 ),
vertices are introduced (V1 in S and V2 in T ). We draw an edge between
these vertices. The weight of the edge is the determined similarity measure.
Next, we try to nd a matching (a one-to-one relation) of the similar nodes
with a maximal sum of all weights. Within a database context, this means that
we search for similar parts of the databases (D1  D1 , D2  D2 : D1 D2 ).
We demonstrate the suggested approach using an ongoing example consisting
of two dierent databases designed for a university application (gure 1).
Figure 2 shows the bipartite graph that originates by overlaying the suggested method onto the two sample databases. We then determine a matching
of this graph by constructing a cover, c, so that c  w(M ). This means, the
cover is greater or equal to the weight of the matching. We then search for
the case where the cover is equal to the weight of the matching. If this cover
is constructed, we have determined a maximal matching ( Wes96]). Figure 2
presents the maximal matching for the similarity graph.
For the sample databases, we determine the weight of the matching which
is w(M ) = 2:29. This weight is subsequently used to choose the database most
similar to an actual one.
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The resulting similar and dissimilar parts of the databases are shown in
gure 3.

5 Reuse
We now have an actual database, and we have determined a similar database
or similar part of a database. This section demonstrates which information can
be reused for the actual database, and how this can be accomplished. Reuse
of information from available databases can support the design, or redesign
process, of a database.

5.1 Structural design

First, we demonstrate the kinds of structural completions and expansions that
can be derived.
Addition of attributes. If there are similar entities or relationships, E1 in D1
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Figure 2: Maximal matching of the similarity graph
and E2 in D2 , and if E1 contains attributes that are not in E2 , then we suggest
adding these attributes into E2 .
Addition of path information. If there are two similar entities and relationships, E1  R1 in D1 and E2  R2 in D2 , and if these are connected by a path,
then we suggest adding this path information into D2 .
Addition of relationships. If there exists a relationship R1 in D1 ; D1, and
all associated entities of R1 are in D1 (i.e. similar entities exist in the actual
database, and the relationship doesn't exist in the actual database), then the
relationship R1 can be added in D2 .
Figure 3 illustrates such a case. The entities Student and Professor of University1 have similar entities in University2, but the relationship supervise does
not. Therefore, we suggest adding the relationship supervise as an extension of
the University2 database.
Addition of complex database parts. We suggest adding complex parts of
the database D1 into D2 , if similar entities E1 in D1 and E2 in D2 exist, and if
E1 has a direct link to nodes in D1 ; D1 .
For example parts exist in the University2 database that are not in the
University1 database (gure 3). Therefore, we suggest adding the concepts City,
studies, and lives to extend the entity Student. In this way, we derive meaningful
suggestions for an inside-out design.
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5.2 Integrity constraints

Integrity constraints can also be derived from available databases by looking at
the following points.

Functional Dependencies. If we determine similar attribute sets A11::A1n

in D1 , A21 ::A2n in D2 , and if a functional dependency A1i ;! A1j  i j  1::n is
valid, then the corresponding functional dependency in D2 could also be valid.
Keys. If similar entities E1 in D1, E2 in D2, and similar attributes A11::A1n ,
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Figure 3: Similar and dissimilar portions of the sample databases
and A21 ::A2n are derived, and if the attributes A11 ::A1n are a key of E1 , then
A21 ::A2n could also be a key of E2 .

Candidate keys for relationships are determined in the same manner.
Inclusion and Exclusion Dependencies. If we nd two databases with
similar entities or relationships and similar belonging attribute sets, and an inclusion or exclusion dependency is dened on the attributes of D1 , then the
corresponding dependency may also be valid in D2 .
Cardinality Constraints. If two databases with similar entities and relationships E1  R1 in D1 and E2  R2 in D2 exist, and the cardinality constraint
card(R1  E1 ) is fullled in D1 , we can also expect card(R2  E2 ) in D2 to have
the same value.
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5.3 Behavioral Information, Sample Data, Optimization,
and Sample Transactions
There are several additional characteristics, that can be used in the same manner.
If behavioural information is formally specied in available databases, then
we can reuse this specication in similar databases. Furthermore, sample data,
suggestions for optimization, and sample transactions can be reused.

6 Revise
Reusable characteristics only provide suggestions and must be revised in some
way.
Some design decisions can be checked without the user. For example, suggested integrity constraints can be checked to determine they do not conict,
and that they conform with sample data.
Other suggestions have to be discussed with the user. If the reuse approach
is used to derive suggestions for design tools, and a user is required to conrm
the decisions, this demand is fullled.
For integrity constraints, a method was demonstrated in Kle97] that acquires candidates for integrity constraints by discussing sample databases.

7 Retain
We have shown that the tasks retrieve, reuse, and revise can suggest design decisions for a database. To apply the method, we compared complete databases.
We now demonstrate two methods for organizing the databases into libraries to
support the reuse process more eciently.

7.1 Determining necessary and optional parts

In SCD97], the similar parts of databases are stored for further use. In our
approach, we store the parts occuring in every database for a eld of application and the distinguishing features of the databases. Several points must be
discussed with the user, who must decide which one of the synonym names of
two similar databases is the most suitable. Further, the user has to conrm
which attributes of an entity or relationship are relevant for a common case.
In any event, the derived parts must be extended so that all databases are
complete. This means if a relationship exists in the database, and not all associated entities are in this database, then the entities have to be added. The
positive side-eect of this action is that the database parts could be integrated
based on these entities that now occur in the similar and dissimilar portions.
If users want to design a database for one eld of application, then they can
be supported as follows:

1. The part occuring in every database is discussed. If it is relevant to
an actual database, then we continue.
2. The distinguishing features of the existing databases are discussed.
If they are relevant, then they are integrated into the actual database.

7.2 Deriving database modules for the reuse process

A second method for developing libraries is dividing a database into modules.
The question then arises of how to locate these modules. For this purpose, the
following available information is exploited:
- path information
- integrity constraints (e.g. inclusion dependencies, foreign keys)
- the course of design process (e.g. which concepts are added together)
- similar names
- available transactions
- layout (if not automatically determined)
All these characteristics determine how closely entities and relationships belong together. A combination of these heuristic rules can be used to determine
clusters in a database. These clusters are stored as units of the database, and
the reuse process is based on these units.

8 Conclusion
The method presented in this article relies on heuristics and an intuitive way of
weighting these heuristics. Therefore, we cannot guarantee that it always delivers correct results, however, the method is simple, easy to apply, and promising
for many design decisions. One of its advantages is that many dierent database
design tools can use the same method.
This method was developed as a part of a tool for acquiring integrity constraints Kle97]. The tool's main appoach was to realize a discussion of sample
databases and to derive integrity constraints from the users answers. Thereby,
the approach presented in this article was one method to derive probable candidates for keys, functional dependencies, analogue attributes, inclusion and
exclusion dependencies. The semantic acquisition tool was developed within
the context of the project RADD1 .
Another practical application of the method will be embedded in the GETESS2 project that focus on the development of an internet search engine. Thereby,
we design databases for storing the gathered information by using ontologies.
Because ontologies are domain-dependent and for every domain an own ontology is necessary, existing ontologies and the corresponding databases shell be
reused. The ontologies resemble conceptual databases, therefore, we can adapt
the demonstrated method for use in this project.
RADD - Rapid Application and Database Development Workbench AAB95],
was supported by DFG Th465/2
2 GETESS - GErman Text Exploitation and Search System SBB99]
supported by BMBF 01/IN/B02
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